SECRET 2622332 CITE [SANTO DOMINGO] 1651 (PATAKA ACTING)
DIRECTOR INFO J .X.W.A.V.E.

SANTO DOMINGO AMNG

REFS: A. [SANTO DOMINGO] 1655 (16-10)
B. [SANTO DOMINGO] 1658 (16-10)

1. KELLA PERA DID NOT MAKE SCHEDULED TELEPHONE CALL
PER REF AT 1733 HOURS LOCAL 25 AUGUST.
2. SINCE 24 AUGUST, DURAN HAS NOT BEEN SEEN AND AMNG-1
CONSEQUENTLY HAS NOT MADE PITCH.
3. [STATION] PROVIDING MAXIMUM SECURITY FOR [ASSET]
PARTICULARLY IN VIEW FACT KELLA HAS NOT PHONED AND THIS MIGHT
MEAN HE HAS TOLD PARTY AND THEY COULD BE LOOKING FOR AMNG-1.
4. WHILE NEITHER OF THE CASES APPEARS BE WORKING FAVOR-
ABLY, IN TIME REMAINING THAT AMNG-1 HERE, WE WILL ATTEMPT
FOLLOW UP ON KELLA AND STILL TRY LOCATE DURAN.
5. [STATION] AND AMNG-1 DEPARTING [SANTO DOMINGO] PAVAN
FLIGHT 432 MORNING 03 AUGUST. PLS ADVISE FAMILIES.
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